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MEDICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Minutes of the March 13, 2019 meeting held at Mad River Hospital 
 

Present: 
Doug Boileau, EMT-P  Arcata-Mad River Ambulance 
Jaison Chand, EMT-P   City Ambulance 
Kelly Johnson    DHHS—Mental Health 

Daryn Nimmo    DHHS—Mental Health 
Ryan Derby    DHHS—Public Health 
Tim Howard    DHHS—Public Health 
Tina Wood, RN   Mad River Hospital 
Louis Bruhnke, EMT-P  North Coast EMS 
Stayce Curry    North Coast EMS 
Kayce Hurd, EMT-P   North Coast EMS 
Larry Karsteadt   North Coast EMS 
Dan Brattain    CAL-ORE Lifeflight/REACH  
Pamela Collver, RN   Redwood Memorial Hospital 
Elizabeth Wardell, RN  Redwood Memorial Hospital/North Coast EMS 
Tracie Conner, RN   St. Joseph Hospital 
Kari Vandiver, RN   St. Joseph Hospital 

Thomas Dewey   Sheriff’s Office 

 

Via Phone: 
Rita Henderson, RN   North Coast EMS 
Dennis Louy    NCEMS/Del Norte 

 
1.  INTRODUCTIONS/APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
  

The 01/09/19 meeting minutes were approved. 
 

2.  OLD BUSINESS 
 

Paramedic Program Update 
Per Doug:  The program submitted the progress report to the accrediting body last week, and the annual 
report for accreditation was submitted yesterday.  There are twenty-two students in the current program.  
From the last program, twenty were eligible for field internship, nineteen entered field internship, 
eighteen completed, and seventeen were licensed.  For the 2017 program, ninety-five percent of students 
passed the national registry.  The next program begins in August. 
 

Infectious Disease Report 
Per Ryan, on behalf of Dr. Baird:  There are sixty confirmed measles cases from the outbreak 
originating in Clark County, Washington, but the outbreak did not spread south of Multnomah County, 
Oregon.  Recently, there was a confirmed measles case in San Francisco, which was contained.  Locally 
there are no reported measles cases, but if there was a suspected case, Public Health’s laboratory has the 
capability to rapidly test using its PCR machines.  In Humboldt County, flu season has reached its peak.  
There have been forty child deaths from the flu nationwide this year. 
 

HPP Medical Disaster Project Update, Triage Tag Update, Radio Reporting Format, Humboldt-

Del Norte Agreement, and Inter-Hospital Communications  
Per:  Elizabeth:  Yesterday she attended the Redwood Healthcare Coalition Committee (RHCC) 
meeting, where participants discussed patient tracking.  She has been meeting with Ryan to discuss 
who should represent EMS in the County EOC during an emergency to address patient tracking.  
They determined Jaison and Doug, or their supervisors, would be the best choice to guide the county 
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on patient transportation issues during an emergency.  She is drafting guidelines on infectious 
disease for EMTs to use to determine if patients need to be isolated before they arrive at hospitals, in 
order to minimize exposure of an infectious disease to others.  St. Joseph Health system is bringing 
mass texting capability via Everbridge to their facilities.  Elizabeth has trained on Everbridge, and 
will now train others at Redwood Memorial to use it.  Maggie Miranda will do the same at St. 
Joseph.  Nursing supervisors will have responsibility to initiate mass text.  All hospital staff will 
eventually be registered in the system. 
 

The triage tag project is not running as smoothly as Elizabeth would like, so she and Tracie are  
attending a safety meeting with City Ambulance supervisors to discuss triage issues (the meeting was 
originally schedule for tomorrow, but per Tracie, it has been moved to 03/28/19).  Per Louis:  
Participants in the triage project may be getting bogged down in the details of the process, instead of 
focusing on what he believes is most important—participants getting a chance to build consensus and 
routines while working collaboratively. 
 
Louis circulated the finalized state’s Patient Movement Plan.  He has not yet reviewed the final version, 
but believes the state has modified the document based on lessons learned from the recent large 
wildfires.  Currently there is no standard in California for patient tracking and movement, but this 
revised document is an important start in developing a standard.  The desired outcome from a plan is to 
ensure reunification of families as efficiently as possible. 
 

Dennis is working on several projects both in conjunction with Del Norte OES and NCEMS.  The next 
meeting on their Triage Tuesday project is scheduled for 03/19/19.  They are almost ready to put a final 
protocol together in order to start the project in Del Norte.  They are discussing casualty collection 
points and field treatment sites in Del Norte.  One employee at OES is developing a mass care shelter 
plan for Del Norte.  Dennis and others are working on a tabletop exercise that he hopes will be ready by 
June.  The scenario is a tsunami and will involve multiple agencies. 
 
Per Ryan:  The Del Norte County Board of Supervisors has approved the Humboldt-Del Norte 
Agreement.  The agreement goes before the Del Norte County Board next week.  Ryan is confident 
Humboldt will also approve it. 
 

Nothing to report on radio reporting format or inter-hospital communications. 
 

Behavioral Health Update 

Stayce gave Dr. Bayan, Waterfront Recovery Services, information about medication-assisted 
treatment funding opportunities.  The Director of Behavioral Health in Del Norte resigned.  The interim 
covering physician is Ranell Brown (currently Assistant Director of DHHS).  Stayce discussed AB1601, 
introduced in February, which states OES shall establish the position of Behavioral Director, to ensure 
individuals have access to necessary behavioral and mental health in the aftermath of a disaster or 
emergency.  In February, Assembly Representative Jim Wood introduced a bill stating 5150 detention 
continues during transport, which Jaison and others locally have been advocating for.  Stayce will attend 
the Humboldt Overdose Prevention workgroup and report back to MAC members afterward.  She also 
attends the HDN Medical Society’s nurse manager meeting.  The draft protocol requiring all minors 
placed on a 5150 hold to first be evaluated in an ER is still under review. 
 

Per Kelly:  Mental Health’s adult mobile response team is almost fully staffed, and has coverage seven 
days per week in the daytime.  Two peer coaches and a case manager are working in tandem with 
clinicians to support discharge planning for clients who have had their 5150 holds rescinded.  They still 
need to staff night-shift positions.  Their children’s response team still needs one clinician.  The adult 
response team tries to help them, but that is not always possible due to the high number of adult clients.  
Per Daryn:  Sempervirens (SV) has been very busy recently.  Recently, two minors were admitted to 
Mental Health’s Crisis Stabilization Unit, which complicates their services because adults and minors 
cannot be co-housed in that unit.  Mental Health then must place the adults in SV.  SV is working with 
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Mental Health’s outpatient programs to provide case coordination to clients to minimize re-
hospitalization.  Mental Health is willing to help hospital EDs with bed searches if hospitals find it 
useful.  Per Elizabeth:  How quickly is the response time from the mobile response team?  Per Kelly:  It 
varies significantly. 
 

Advanced EMT Update 
Nothing to report. 
 

Trauma and STEMI Program Updates 
Per Larry:  NCEMS plans to have phone conversations from representatives from the four trauma 
centers in this region to address the annual trauma fee.  The TAC group recently met and had good 
discussions about trauma cases. 
 

The next Cardiac Care Committee meeting will probably be at St. Joseph after the next MAC meeting in 
two months.  Larry believes the STEMI program is going well. 
 

CCT Update 
City Ambulance and REACH have an agreement to put REACH team members on ambulances for 
transports.  Per Dan:  In the last quarter, REACH received around four requests for transport assistance, 
primarily from Redwood Memorial to St. Joseph.  Per Jaison:  City Ambulance is changing the transfer 
form to add the paramedic scope of practice medications to the area of the form with the medication list.  
If a medication is not on the list, the City Ambulance dispatcher will inform the on-duty supervisor who 
will then contact the hospital to discuss an alternative to giving that medication.  If not, the supervisor 
will ensure REACH is contacted.  Per Dan:  REACH does not have a dedicated team in place for 
transports; they will assist if they are available (not already on flights).  There was a proposal to have 
nurses from St. Joseph to become REACH employees, but because they would have to go through 
REACHs academy and attend monthly trainings, Dan would rather explore other alternatives.  Per 
Elizabeth:  Critical care patients are sitting in their ER for hours because the transfer process is so long 
and cumbersome.  Per Jaison:  City Ambulance has at times not been aware the patients are awaiting 
transfer.  He would like local transfers to be taken out of the Transfer Center’s authority. 
 

Lake County Concerns Update 
Per Larry:  NCEMS is still committed to resolving any concerns Lake County has and continuing 
services for them.  The Lake County Board of Supervisors had instructed their county Public Health 
department to set up a sub-committee of their EMCC to investigate LEMSA options, including staying 
with NCEMS or joining Coastal Valley EMS.  Larry will attend the Lake County EMCC next week.  He 
hopes NCEMS can meet with the Lake County Board to review with them what NCEMS does on behalf 
of Lake. 
 

Health Information Exchange Grant 
Larry received word from the state EMSA that they may offer LEMSAs a different grant to 
incorporate the HIE process (the HIE proposals for the current grant are due today).  Larry believes 
this new option may bring in additional revenue to NCEMS to help offset the costs related to quality 
review of data but they will need to review this new proposal. 
 

Will Ross of Redwood MedNet discussed the history of his efforts to help implement Health 
Information Exchange in this region.  He, Larry, and Louis have been working with Lake County for the 
past few years, using funding from the federal HRSA grant, to investigate the use of a “community 
health worker intervention” plan to address frequent 911 callers.  Will discussed his and Louis's early 
efforts to work with the state's pilot program on HIE, called SAFR.  They developed a proposal, but 
ICEMA's price for the interface was prohibitive.  Thus, NCEMS had to choose an alternative EPCR to 
ICEMA's proposed interface.  He discussed Redwood MedNet's development of a contract with Sutter 
Health System to implement an alternative interface to ImageTrend.  Will is confident that NCEMS's 
proposal is compelling enough to receive HIE funding from the current grant if they submit it.  Given 
the timeframe and complexity of the proposal process, NCEMS decided to wait and see how many 
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LEMSAs decided to submit a proposal.  He discovered that many had decided not to submit proposals.  
Per Larry:  The state has made clear to LEMSAs that HIE is going to be implemented statewide.  Per 
Louis:  Federal authorities want EMS nationwide to participate in the HIE system, and are allocating 
funds to assist agencies under the EMS authorities.  Since the state EMSA wants access to these funds, 
Louis believes they will be motivated to work with LEMSAs to implement HIE.  Cost/ benefit issues for 
LEMSAs still need to be worked out.  Will and Louis will continue to work with the state to come to an 
agreement on an affordable interface.  Per Jaison:  Until large hospital systems decide to release their 
proprietary information, implementing HIE will be tied up in court for a long time. 
 

3.  NEW BUSINESS 
 

CMCI Patient Management Principles 
Thomas presented the final draft of the CMCI proposal he has helped to develop.  State law requires 
police, fire and EMS agencies to meet in advance of an active shooter event to plan and create 
guidelines for such an event.  Agencies will then train for an event based on these guidelines.  The 
CMCI is geared to first responder response, not about how hospitals respond to the event.  Thomas 
emphasized the CMCI is only a guideline, because of the many types of possible criminal incidents 
that could happen in the county.  It is flexible to address the many possible events.  Thomas has 
reached out to hospitals and other medical providers to educate them on the proposal and what first 
responders will do if a CMCI occurs.  He reviewed the sixteen points in the subsection of' the CMCI 
covering patient transportation.  First responders will try as much as reasonably possible to follow 
the existing NCEMS MCI plan already in place when responding to a CMCI.  In the event of a mass 
shooting or other criminal incident with many injured/wounded, local hospitals will be at capacity if 
there are six or more trauma patients (as stated previously by Dr. Baird), thus first responders must be 
aware that additional patients will need to be transported out of the area.  Several discussions ensued 
during the course of Thomas’s summary of the patient transportation subsection: 
 

• For Item 5, "Limited local capacity for complex/serious trauma patients", and Item 8, which 
refers to sending trauma patients to the nearest designated "Trauma Center" hospital, Jaison 
mentioned a longstanding City Ambulance policy that half of patients in an MCI triaged as 
"red" go as quickly as possible to the closest hospital initially. 

• For Item 7, "Trauma Center designated hospitals" members requested adding Sutter Lakeside to 
·the Level IV trauma centers, and adding pediatric trauma centers.  Members discussed the role 
of the transfer center in determining patient transfers, and that language should be added to the 
protocol acknowledging their role, as well as the mechanisms currently in place that allow for 
bypassing the transfer center. 

• For Item 10, "Requesting air resources at CMCI scene or airports" Kayce stated NCEMS 
policy allows anyone on scene with some knowledge to request air resources, not just the 
first-in paramedic.   Thomas acknowledged this, and stated his committee is trying not to 
conflict with NCEMS policy. 

• For Item 12, "Authority of aircraft pilot" a discussion ensued on how much authority a pilot 
has to transport a patient.  Thomas believes the pilot has the final word on a patient's 
destination.  Per Louis:  NCEMS requests that, as a curtesy, the pilots work with ground 
responders, and both communicate  with the base hospital, to determine the best destination 
for the patient.  Per Ryan:  Dr. Baird has concerns about the language in this item, and has 
stated the transfer center has the final authority on patient destination.  A pilot has the 
authority to determine where they will land, but not which facility the patient goes to.  Per 
Louis:  There is a difference between a regular inter-facility transfer and a 911 transfer. Under 
a 911 situation, the air crew has the final determination. 

• For Item 15, "General field guideline", Louis suggested changing the language in the first box 
from "...transport most patients to closest trauma centers" to "critical patients". Jaison 
suggested removing the term "trauma center" from the boxes and emphasizing sending trauma 
patients to the closest hospital.  Members stated that after half of the "red" patients are sent to 
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the closest hospital, then there is greater flexibility on where to transport the other patients.  
There are many factors and the situation will be dynamic.  Thomas is concerned with allowing 
for too much subjectivity in determining patient transports.  Larry emphasized to members that 
this policy is for CMCI, not all MCIs, and this valuable discussion may lead to NCEMS 
reviewing MCI policy and other policies in the future. 

 

Thomas asked members to submit written additional comments on the draft. 
 

4.  NCEMS REPORT 
 

Per Larry:  The next JPA meeting is on 04/11/19.  An EMS for Children forum at the UC Davis SIMS 
Center will be held on 04/11/19.   NCEMS will interview three candidates for their vacant Medical 
Director position, formally held by Dr. Stiver.  NCEMS also will interview two candidates for the 
position of Exclusive Operating Area Officer.   
 

5.  EMS COMMISSION REPORT 
 

Per Jaison:  The Commission has chosen Todd Valeri to replace him.  Jaison believes Mr. Valeri will be 

a good representative for rural interests on the Commission.  Jaison is still active with state issues, such 

as the 5150 detention during transport bill recently introduced by Representative Wood.  Jaison’s 

meeting with Rep. Wood on the subject went very well.  The state activated their online paramedic 

licensing on 02/25/19.  The Commission is tracking POLST E-registry pilot programs in San Diego and 

Contra Costa Counties.  The counties have compartmentalized their programs to avoid issues with HIE 

and sharing medical information.  Jaison believes this region should not yet try to adopt a similar pilot 

program, but instead should wait to see the results of how these other programs eventually resolve the 

HIE issues in their programs. 
 

6.  FACILITY REPORTS 
 

Mad River Hospital—Per Tina:  As of 04/01/19, Valley Emergency Physicians will be Mad River’s 
physician group.  They have a new COO/CNO, David Neal, replacing Sara Isaacson.   
 

DHHS-Public Health—Ryan is finalizing the new Humboldt-Del Norte HPP agreement.  The 

Emergency Preparedness program will hire a new Admin Analyst/HPP Coordinator within a month or 

two.  Ryan will send out ambulance service permit renewal applications in April.  The permits expire 

in June. 
 

CAL-ORE Lifeflight /REACH—Per Dan:  They acquired a new helicopter, based in Brookings.  They 
are training their crews to use the helicopter.   
 

DHHS-Mental Health—Per Kelly/Daryn:  Nothing additional to report. 
 

City Ambulance—Per Jaison:  Nothing to report. 
 

St. Joseph Hospital—Tracie conducted a NARCAN class in January for County Sheriff’s deputies.  
Around half of the staff were trained.  She plans to conduct another training in April to train the rest.  
Tomorrow at their field care audit, representatives from the County Coroner’s office will attend to 
discuss evidence preservation.  On 04/05-04/06/19, she will host “Kevlar for the Mind”.  She urged 
members to sign up because there is still a lot of room available.  Per Kari:  St. Joseph has a new 
physician group, St. Joseph Medical Group, starting 04/01/19.  They have a new CNO, Dan Kelly 
(interim).  They anticipate Joint Commission representatives will visit next week.  They begin union 
negotiations in April.  Representatives from Mercy Redding Medical Center will visit on 03/22/19 to 
discuss their cardiac, neurosurgery, and trauma programs.  Representatives from Children’s Oakland 
Hospital are visiting in May to review cases and trauma pediatric pearls.    
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Redwood Memorial Hospital—Pam is conducting a Hep-Nitro course with Kayce next week.  
Currently, only ten people are signed up, so she urged more to sign up.  In April, representatives from 
City Ambulance will present a BLS skills field care audit. 
 

Arcata Mad River Ambulance—Per Doug:  Nothing new to report. 
 

7.  Next Meeting:  April 10, 2019, 10:00am at Jerold Phelps Hospital, Dimmick Room. 


